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This activity was conducted under the NASA Earth Science Education Collaborative (NESEC) Science Activation award.

Brian Campbell and Dorian Janney took part in the 2020 COSI Virtual Science festival, May 6 – 9, 2020, through Facebook Live and Video Premiere events. The festival was, “A Community Celebration of Science,” a four-day community festival that engaged learners of all ages – bringing science to people where they live, work, and lounge – to inspire curiosity and further exploration. Brian’s and Dorian’s features included NASA and GLOBE Program information and have reached thousands of viewers.

Brian Campbell’s Facebook Live: “The NASA ICESat-2 Mission: Talking Lasers, Tree Height, and the Open Altimetry Online Tool

https://www.facebook.com/pg/COSISciFest/videos/

Dorian Janney’s Facebook Premiere Video: “From Satellites to Your Backyard: Measuring Precipitation on the Ground and From Space